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The lack of low-income housing in Tucson has
become a major issue for low-income families. The 
purpose of this research was in order to identify the 
reason for the discrepancy between the number of 
low-income people and the amount of available low-
income housing in Tucson, AZ. The project specifically 
looks at this problem from the perspective of 
developers. Why are developers hesitant to develop 
low-income housing in Tucson? Also, what are 
potential solutions and incentives that can greatly 
lower risk to develop low-income housing?

Introduction and Objectives
- There is a lack of low-income housing in Tucson because of the risk that is associated with low-income housing. Investing 

in non-low income housing is much safer in Tucson. (Graph 1 and Image 1).
- Developers in Tucson believe some of the best ways to invest in low-income property is finding cheap property and 

utilizing government and local programs. (Image 2 and Image 3).
- Risk and cost can be minimized by building green and doing market research before investing in a property. (Image 3).

Literature Review

Image 5.Photo describes the methods used in order 
to identify solutions

Methods and Materials

The results of this project are what was expected. 
Investing in low-income housing as a developer 
provides outside risks that are related to trends in the 
market. The overall benefits of investing in non-low-
income housing outweigh the risk associated with 
investing in low-income housing.  Utilizing and 
applying for LIHTC and CDBG can help developers 
construct, acquire, and rehabilitate low-income 
housing projects. Combining this strategy with 
finding cheap vacant properties ensures the lowest 
amount of money is coming out of developers' 
pockets. It is also essential that developers do market 
research to understand where low-income housing is 
needed and using sustainable building strategies to 
limit utility costs. Tucson offers minimum city 
support, and therefore this is the reason we are 
seeing minimal low-income properties being 
developed. Until we see an increase in government 
spending and city spending to increase low-income 
development, we can expect developers to stay away 
from the market. 

Discussion and Conclusion

- LIHTC and CDBG are major federal incentives that 
can be utilized by developers in order to mitigate 
risk with investing in low-income housing.

- Risk is associated with low-income housing 
development..

- Cities can promote low-income property
development through city-owned parking garages.

Results

Image 1. Overview of Tucson housing market.Graph 1. Identifies the % increase/decrease of property value since sale between low-income
and non-low-income housing in Tucson.
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Image 2. (Tidwell) Image of how income averaging works in relation to LIHTC.
Image 3. Developers opinion on how to build 

successful low-income housing

Future Solutions

Image 4. Key points that need to happen in order to 
increase the amount of low-income housing in Tucson, 

Arizona.
The essential points for successful low-income 
housing development start with the government 
and the city of Tucson. Increasing spending on 
low-income housing through various programs 
incentivizes developers to work on low-income 
projects. Minimal projects getting tax credits and 
funding means lower low-income housing 
options. Tucson has many commercial and 
residential properties that are vacant that can be 
utilized to build successful low-income housing. 
More market research can be done on how much 
funding is given to the City of Tucson. 
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